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SILVICULTURAL CONTROL OF THE WESTERN PINE BEETLE
—INTRODUCTION—

Material for this report has been gathered from three dis

tinct sources.

In the first place, many personal observations

were made in Central and Eastern Oregon by the author in 1937 and

1938, while engaged in bark beetle survey work.

Secondly, fig

ures have been gathered, and statements have been verified, by the
reading of various publications and government bulletins.

Final

ly, many facts have been gained through conversations with Mr.
F. P. Keen of the Bureau of Entomology, and with Dr. W. J. Cham-

berlin of Oregon State College.

At the end of this report will be found a bibliography.

This

does not mean that all material listed in the bibliography has

been read and cited, nor does it necessarily mean that certain
topics in the report have been taken from corresponding topics in
the reference list.

The bibliography is merely for the conven

ience of those who wish additional information on this subject.

The bibliography is by no means complete, but is rather a list of
the better or more recent articles.
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SILVICULTURAL CONTROL OF THE WESTERN PINE BEETLE
—IMPORTANCE—

At the present time, the most destructive bark-beetle in the
United States, and the most destructive forest insect on the Pac

ific Coast, is the western pine beetle (Dendroctonus brevicomis).
It is found throughout the fange of its host trees from Southern

California to Western Canada, and as far east as Montana, being
most prevalent in Oregon, Washington, and California.

It attacks

ponderosa pine, Coulter pine, and occasionally other pines.
The importance of this insect is not realized by many fores
ters.

It is not as spectacular as fire, nor is it as concentra

ted as a logging operation, but a yearly cruise will show that it

takes more toll than aith&r fire.jcw^logging/^XXt ^i/vjU*^flVN#i?"Cc-JUnder formal conditions, one-tenth to one-half of one per
cent of our ponderosa pine volume is killed yearly by the western
pine beetle.

This equals from 10 to 40 trees per section.

The

killing is scattered evenly throughout the stand and is confined

mostly to overmature, less vigorous trees.
sidered just a natural thinning.

1hus it may be con

But even in this endemic condit

ion, the loss in Oregon alone amounts to about 500,000,000 board
feet annually.

In Southern and Central Oregon, during a ten year

period ending with 1934, the western pine beetle caused a net de

pletion of 2,240,000,000 board feet.

This included two seasons

of very high infestation(15).*
Losses like these are not always great enough to warrant ex

pensive control methods, but they most certainly are large enough
for us to try to reduce them through forest management.
But quite frequently, as the result of large stands of over
mature ponderosa pine, or because of lack of natural control,
♦Number

in parenthesis corresponds to number in bibliography.
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we have what is known as an epidemic infestation.

Under these

conditions, between 50 and 1000 trees per section may be killed in

one year.

In Southern Oregon during the infestation of 1926, a-

bout 365,440 board feet per -section were killed.

In the same a-

rea in 1932, an average of 357,760 board feet per section were

killed (11).

In 1931, bark-beetles killed 1,250,000,000 board

feet of timber in California(ll).

It is safe to say that the wes

tern pine beetle was directly responsible for a billion of this.

The Bureau of Entomology recognizes the following classes of
infestation:

$> of total vol.
0-.5
.5-1
1-2
2-3
over

3

killed

trees per sec. killed
0-50
50-100
loo-200
200-400
over 400

So the problem presents itself:

degree of infest.
normal

light epidemic
moderate

"

heavy
"
very heavy "

How are we going to put tim

ber stands under practical, silvicultural practice, so that we can
decrease the severity of these epidemics?
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SILVICULTURAL CONTROL OF THE WESTERN PINE BEETLE
—RELATION OF BEETLES TO SLASH DISPOSAL—

Slash disposal is of importance in the control of some forest

insects, but not in the case of the western pine beetle.

This bee

tle does not breed in small slash and limbs, but rather in the cull

logs and broken trees, and this material is not consumed by a slash

fire.

Quite a high temperature is needed to kill the western pine

beetle.

Piling and burning slash actually increases the number of e-

merging beetles, because they thrive in the shade found in the piles
of debris.

It is therefore better to leave slash scattered out.

(Slash burned within 1 month after logging destroys Ips beetles,
but they are not of much importance, anyway.)
When a logging operation is continuous, new slash seems to ab
sorb most of the emerging beetles.

Not many insects go out of the

slash into the standing timber, but the cutting of trees always
acts as an attraction to the beetles, so adjacent timber is attacked

quite heavily at the same time the logging operation is being car
ried on.

No method of slash disposal will prevent this.

When the surrounding timber is valuable from an aesthetic
standpoint, like near a resort, any cutting should be done in the
early winter, after the;flying season.
The same principles apply to slash accumulated as the result

of road, railroad, or line building.

That is, beetles are attrac

ted to the adjacent timber, but the next year, the infestation re
sumes its normal trend.
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—RELATION OF BEETLES TO FIRE INJURY AND WINDFALLS—

Forest fires result in a temporary increase in infestation

of several hundred per cent.

In one case in Southern Oregon, the

infestation was increased 1000 per cent.

This abnormal attackcex-

tends for a radius of 2 to 3 miles from the burn, and lasts for about 1 or 2 seasons.

Trees not injured by the fire are not killed much by the emerging beetles, but the real loss comes in the great attack on in
jured trees that would have survived the fire.

Fires that scorch

the bark and foliage make trees very inviting to the beetles, so
fires of light severity are just as bad as those of much severity.
It is obvious that a salvage cutting should immediately follow a

forest fire in the ponderosa pine type, if it is at all practical.
Fires of moderate severity do not kill those beetles already
on the area.

In windfalls, as in the case of slash and fire, enormous num
bers of insects are attracted to the area by the presence of an in

jured tree.

It has been found that on a large windfall area, once

again as many standing trees are killed by insects as were lost in
the wind.

This condition warrants salvaging.

It can be observed

in the field time and time again, that as many as a half dozen ad

jacent trees are killed as the result of one windfall.

It may pay

a farmer with a small patch of pine to cut up his winter windfalls
before the spring flying season starts.
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—RELATIVE

ATTACKS ON DIFFERENT TYPES—

Snag counts have been made on the various ponderosa pine types,

in order to determine which type is the most susceptible.

The re

sults show that type 20.5 is the most susceptible, followed by type
20.

Type 27 is next, and type 21 is last.
These timber types, according to standard Forest Service def

initions, are as follows:

Type 20.5-Large ponderosa pine.
Dominant p.p. are over 22" dbh.

Over 80%of the volume in p.p.

Includes occasional stands of

mature or overmature p.p. that are less than 22" dbh.

Type 20-Same as 20.5, except that only 50 to 80$ of the vol
ume is p.p.

Type 27-P.p. miEture-large.

20 to 50$ p.p. over 12" dbh. with

larch, fir, etc, in mixture.

Type 21-Small P.p.

Primarily bull pine stands 12 to 22" dbh.

with occasional immature stands over 22" dbh.
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—RELATIVE ATTACKS ON DIFFERENT SITES—

Site in ponderosa pine stands is found by taking the average
total height for dominant trees.

Site classifications are as fol

lows:

Site III- 130-155'

Site IV- 100-130'
Site V- 75-100'

Site VI- 0-75'

Sites I and II are -rarely encountered.

The Klamath country

is probably the only place in Oregon where Site I is found.

The average site in the Oregon pine forests is Site IV.

A

site of average or better is fairly free from insect attack, under
normal conditions.

A ponderosa pine site must be IV or better,

then, in order to make money growing timber on it.

Sites V and VI can be used, but must be grown on short ro
tations to be profitable.

Sites of such poor quality are more

valuable if used for grazing.

Bitter brush, an exellent sheep

food, grows well of poor sites.
Stand density is quite closely related to insect attack.
Naturally, the more dense the stand, the more supressed trees
there will be, and the less vigorous the other trees will be.

Stand density effects temperature to some degree, but it is not
known to what extent.

It is doubtful that it is very important.

However, temperature is quite important in killing off winter
broods.

Stand density will be further discussed under the heading of
"Marking Practice and Logging Methods".
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—THE KEEN CLASSIFICATION AND ITS USE—

During an epidemic infestation, the western pine beetle at

tacks trees of any size, age, or vigor with equal ease, but under
endemic conditions, the attack is concentrated on the old, slowgrowing trees, or those of the least vitality.
Keen's Classification was devised by Mr. F.P.Keen of the Bur

eau of Entomology for the purpose of dividing ponderosa pine into

beetle susceptibility classes based on age and vigor.

A -synopsis

of this classification follows.(1)
Trees are first divided into 4 age groups:

1. YOUNG.

Age: Usually less than 75 years.

20 inches.

D.B.H.:

Rarely over

Bark: Dark grayish-brown to black, deeply furrowed,

with narrow ridges between the fissures.

Tops: Usually pointed,

in

with/distinct nodes.
2. IMMATURE.

Branches: Upturned and whorled.

Age: Approximately 75 to 150 years.

over 30 inches.

Bark: Dark reddish brown, with narrow, smooth

plates between the fissures.
indistinct.

D.B.H.: Rarely

Tops: Usually pointed, but with nodes

Branches: Mostly upturned and in whorls for upper

half of crown.

3. MATURE.

Age: Approximately 150 to 300 years.

over 40 inches.

Bark:

D.B.H.: Rarely

Light reddish brown with moderately large

plates between the fissures.

Tops: Pyramidal or rounded.

Branch

es: Upturned near top, those of middle crown horizontal, lower
ones drooping; whorls incomplete.

4. OVERMATURE.

Age: More than 300 years.

large diameters.

long, and smooth.
growth.

D.B.H.: Usually of

Bark: Light yellow, the plates usually very wide,

Tops: Usually flat and making no further height

Branches: Mostly drooping gnarled, or crooked.
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When dividing trees into these groups, more weight must be
given to relative maturity, or physiological age, rather that to

exact age.

For example, a tree on a good site may be 30 inches

DBH, but yet be classed in the number 1 age group.

Or a tree may

be 350 years old and 48 inches DBH and still be classed as a num

ber 3, if it is quite vigorous, with no signs of having reached
its peak.

On the other hand, a tree may be overmature at 150

years of age.
Trees are then divided into the following vigor groups:

A. Full, vigorous crowns, with a length of 55 per cent or more of
the total height, and of average width or wider;

foliage usually

dense; position of tree isolated or dominant (rarely codominant);
diameters large for age.
B. Fair to moderately vigorous crowns with average width or nar

rower, and length less than 55 per cent of the total height;

ei

ther short wide crowns or long narrow ones, but neither sparse nor

ragged; position, usually codominant but sometimes isolated or dom
inant; diameters above average for age.

C. Fair to poor crowns,

very narrow and sparse or represented by

only a tuft of foliage at the tip; foliage usually short and thin;
position usually intermediate, sometimes codominant, rarely iso
lated; diameters below average for the age.
D. Crowns of very poor vigor; foliage sparse and scattered or on

ly partially developed; position suppressed or intermediate; dia

meters decidedly below normal, considering age.
Mr. Keen recently explained to me that a tree may be sup

pressed by site as well as by the dominance of a neighboring tree.
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As an example, a mature or overmature tree standing alone on a roc

ky outcrop may have a crown length that is 55 per cent of the to

tal tree height, but the tree may be only 50 tO 75 feet in height.
Therefore, the tree would be classed as a D.

The Keen Classification was developed through studies made in

the Site IV ponderosa pine of Southern Oregon, so its users must
take this into consideration when applying it to other sites or
localities.

The classification is not difficult to use, but there does

seem to be quite a bit of controversy when distinguishing between

1 and 2 or 3 and 4 age classes, because there are naturally many
"transition zone" specimens.
The classification has been criticized because of the fact

that when an epidemic occurs, the beetles pay no attention to tree
selection, but just take everything as it comes.

This is an un

sound criticism, because the idea of the classification is to find
out what trees the insects prefer when they are in an endemic state.

Then we .can log these preferred hosts before the insects do, and
possibly retard the upswing of the infestation curve.

Between 1928 and 1931, extensive studies were made to deter
mine the relative susceptibility,of the different tree classes.

Dunning1s classification was used, but the data was later applied
to Keen's classification.

Beetle susceptibility, beginning with

the highest susceptibility in each case, can be divided into these
three main groups;
SUSCEPTIBLE TYPES-

ld,2C, 4C, 30, 1C, 3D, 4D, 2D.
INTERMEDIATE TYPES-

4B, 3B, 2B.
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RESISTANT TYPES-

IB, 4A, 3A, 2A, 1A.

It can easily be seen that risk increases wh£n vigor decreases,
exept that in the older age groups, the C classes seem to be more
susceptible than the D's.

This is probably because the D classes

are so unusually poor in vigor that they do not offer enough nour
ishment to the beetles.

Difference in age is not of as much importance as difference

in vigor, in the susceptibility rating,

For example, a 2B has a

greater risk than a 4A.

When the infestation is low, the beetles are more selective,
and the greatest proportion of loss occurs in the most susceptible

types, but as the infestation increased, the loss is more evenly
distributed.
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—THE KEEN CLASSIFICATION—

for comparison of bark-beetle susceptibility
classes in ponderosa pine based on age and vigor
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^-MARKING PRACTICE AND LOGGING METHODS—

The most important point to this whole matter of silvicultur-

al control of the western pine beetle lies in the possibilities

of applying the Keen Susceptibility rating to logging methods.
With the advent of truck and tractor logging, and because of the

mild, open topography of much of the ponderosa pine type, individ
ual tree selection logging is becoming a fact.
In Forest Service marking practice, the classes IB, 3A, 2A,
and 1A are not logged.

Of course a great deal of the application

of the Keen Classification depends upon the skill of the timber
marker.

Rules must be laid down, but a good, honest marker can

be trusted to use his own judgement.

For example, sound economic

policy does not warrant the logging of certain D class trees.
If the primary purpose of the marking is to cut out mmk val
uable trees that are likely to be killed by beetles before the

next rotation, then only the beetle susceptible classes that will

yield a profit need be logged, and susceptible classes of low val
ue can be left in the woods.

On average sites or better, the

classes 4C and 3B together comprise about 14.4 fo of the total
stand volume.

If the site is poorer than average, the classes 4B

and 3B, representing an additional 35.4 °]o of the total stand vol
ume, should be marked for cutting.
This kind of cutting necessitates covering large areas with

light cutting in a short time.

The economic conditions of each

particular logging operation must determine to wMat extent this is
feasible.

The cut must be heavy enough to open up the stand and

stimulate the reserve, if the threat of beetle infestation is go
ing to be reduced much.
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If the primary purpose of marking is purely for stand improve
ment,

then all of the more susceptible trees should be removed.

On an average site, the minimum requirement would be the removal

of all susceptible types.

On a poor site the intermediate types

should also be taken.

This marking compares closely with the Forest Service prac
tice mentioned previously.

Under this system, 80 to 85 per cent

of the stand volume is logged.

However, on poor sites and in fringe

type timber, beetle losses in the reserve stand are still great.
There is still much to learn on the subject of forest manage
ment in relation to insects, and the field is wide open.

With the

continuation of the present cooperation between the Forest Service

and the Bureau of Entomology, silvicultural management of our pon
derosa pine forests will eventually lead to the solution of the
pine beetle problem.
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